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ABSTRACT
In today’s world of communication, satellite communication plays an im-
portant role. The communication between ground stations and satellites or-
biting the earth at high altitudes needs to be increasingly accurate to handle
today’s data flow requirements. The study of the ionosphere allows engi-
neers to better understand and anticipate the perturbations a transmitted
signal will encounter, hence making the link more robust. In particular, the
total electron content is an important characteristic to model for the pos-
sible distortions of this signal. Expensive receivers have been designed and
deployed to receive satellite signals and provide such needed information,
but we will make use of today’s available technologies to design a low-cost
software-based receiver that will allow us to receive two signals at coherent
frequencies in order to deduce from their analysis the total electron content
of the ionosphere.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Context
The focus of this thesis is ionospheric tomography. The ionosphere is the
uppermost part of the atmosphere, which is, as its names implies, ionized by
solar radiation. The ionosphere plays an important role in radio communi-
cation; for example, its refraction property is used when trying to transmit
radio communications over a long distance. Hence the need for its tomogra-
phy, which consists of reconstructing images of ionospheric electron density.
The electron density of the ionosphere is unfortunately not homogeneous
and this heterogeneity causes many distortions to a radio signal; the irregu-
larities in the density along the propagation path between the satellite and
the receivers cause scintillations, short-time scale fluctuations, of signal am-
plitude and phase. The total electron content (TEC) is a keystone figure
in the ionosphere tomography. This TEC can be measured by using signals
coming from low Earth orbit satellites (LEOS). These satellites are equipped
with tri-band beacon transmitters whose signals can be analyzed to derive
the TEC. With a good number of TEC measurements it is possible to com-
pute an estimation of the electron density and achieve a good tomography
of the ionosphere. But even a few TEC measurements can help understand
the origins of the irregularities in the ionosphere.
Having sufficient data on the structure of the ionosphere will allow engi-
neers to take into account the possible signal distortions and either pre- or
post-process the signals, increasing the robustness of the link. This is vital
to design optimal satellite communications that will answer today’s needs
in bandwidth and accuracy (for example, for satellite based navigation sys-
tems).
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1.2 Motivation
As discussed in Section 1.1, there is a need to design receivers that will be
able to handle and analyze these signals emitted by tri-band beacons. Today,
two different companies have designed such receivers (NSWRA and SCION),
but these receivers are still very expensive, hence the problem of designing
a low cost receiver. With today’s advances in Software Radio, which let
engineers do most of the signal processing in the digital domain in a fast
and efficient manner, it is possible to design such a receiver with a small and
limited RF front-end. In this study, the receiver will be designed for only two
frequencies (UHF, VHF), which simplifies the design greatly but still allows
an accurate computation of the TEC.
1.3 Thesis organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will describe the actual physics
behind the TEC computation, as well as the satellite and receivers network
already in place to study the ionosphere. Chapter 3 will explain the global
design adopted for the receiver. After explaining the exact needs of the
system it will precise the choice of the external hardware. Chapter 4 will
describe the filter designing process. Chapter 5 will give an overview of how
software defined radio works and explain how the data is saved before it
gets processed. Chapter 6 will give a brief description of future work and
summarize the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
IONOSPHERIC TOMOGRAPHY
2.1 Overview
This chapter gives an overview of ionospheric tomography. First, we de-
scribe in detail the properties of the ionosphere, then the physics behind the
computation of the TEC from dual-frequency beacons, and last the actual
deployment of satellites and receivers.
2.2 Ionosphere properties
As explained in the introduction, the ionosphere is the uppermost part of the
atmosphere and is ionized by solar radiation. The ionosphere stretches from
an altitude of about 80 km to 1000 km. At this altitude the atmosphere
is thin enough that free electrons can exist for short periods of time be-
fore being attracted to nearby positive ions [1]. Solar radiation (ultraviolet,
X-ray and shorter wavelengths) has enough energy to keep these ions and
electrons separated. The density of free electrons ranges between 104 and
106 electrons/cm3; such density causes a large band of RF signals coming
from Earth to be fully reflected back towards Earth. This property allows
high frequency (HF) radio signals to propagate via ionospheric reflections,
enabling communication between stations separated by long distances well
beyond the direct line-of-sight [2].
The study of the variation of electron density is the context of this study,
and these variations are linked to the activity of the sun and inherent changes
in its radiation. This property gave birth to an ionospheric layer model that
globally describes the structure of the ionosphere as seen in Figure 2.1.
A more precise understanding of the variation of the density is needed to
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Figure 2.1: Ionosphere layers depending on solar time
account for the short-time-scale phenomena like the scintillations. This is
why tri-band beacons and receivers were deployed to achieve TEC measure-
ment.
2.3 TEC measurement
The signals in the context of this study are two narrow-band tones at fre-
quencies of 150.012 and 400.012 MHz, coherently generated by the same local
oscillator. These two signals, because of their different frequencies, will suffer
different perturbations along the path from satellite to receiver, pertubations
that are proportional to the signal wavelength. From their different phase-
shifts, using differential phase comparison, it is possible to compute the TEC.
The phase main component is due to the free-space distance traveled, as we
will see in the following formulas; the component due to the ionization will
be ignored in this study [3].
The transmitted signals, issued from the frequency-multiplication of a ref-
erence oscillator, have the following equations:
FV HF (t) = A ∗ cos(2pi(3f0)t+ 3θ0) FUHF (t) = A ∗ cos(2pi(8f0)t+ 8θ0)
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where f0 is roughly equal to 50 MHz and θ0 is the common reference phase.
As previously demonstrated, the propagation of the signal depends on the
electron density and the frequency, which are linked by the following formula:
k = k0n = k0(1− 40.3Nf2 ) = 2pifc − 80.3piNfc
where n is the refractive index of the ionospheric plasma, and
N is the electron density in electrons/m3.
This approximation is valid as long as 40.3N
f2
 1, but as seen previously the
electron density reaches a maximum of 106 electrons/cm3 so 40.3N
f2
= 1.10−3 at
the lowest frequency f = 150 MHz, so it is safe to assume this approximation.
The TEC is given by the formula TEC =
∫
N(s)ds and corresponds to
the number of electrons in a column with a 1 m2 cross section. The receiver
signal has the following total phase:
ΦV HF = 3θ0 − 2pi(3f0)rc + 80.3pic3f0 TEC
where r is the length of the propagation path.
ΦUHF = 8θ0 − 2pi(8f0)rc + 80.3pic8f0 TEC
At the receiver end these two signals will be mixed with two signals derived
from a common local oscillator, keeping the same ratio 8/3 as used for their
generation. If fLO is the frequency of the receiver’s local oscillator, then:
fV HF−IF = 3(f0 − fLO)andfV HF−IF = 8(f0 − fLO)
with the following phase:
ΦV HF−IF = 3θ0 − 2pi(3f0)rc + 80.3pic3f0 TEC − 3 ∗ θLO
and where θLO is local oscillator phase.
ΦUHF−IF = 8θ0 − 2pi(8f0)rc + 80.3pic8f0 TEC − 8 ∗ θLO
Taking the phase difference between ΦV HF−IF and 38ΦUHF−IF gives the
following formula that directly links the computed differential phase to the
TEC:
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Φ = ΦV HF−IF − 38ΦUHF−IF = 80.3picf0 TEC(13 − 38 ∗ 18) ' 6.57E
−08
f0
∗ TEC
This formula does not take into account the phase shifts generated by the
receiver, because they would complicate the computation. The design will
try to minimize these shifts.
2.4 Actual satellite and receiver deployment
Previously it has been shown how to compute the slant-TEC from dual fre-
quency transit signals; how we describe the actual hardware used to generate
these signals and how it is currently deployed on satellites. As seen in Fig-
ure 2.2, in the new tri-band beacon for the coherent electromagnetic radio
tomography (CERTO), three signals are generated from the same local oscil-
lator running at 16.668 MHz. This study focuses only on the UHF and VHF
signals, which are the results of multiplication of this local oscillator signal
by factors of 24 and 9 respectively; therefore, their frequencies are 400.032
MHz and 150.012 MHz. These signals then go through a quadrature split
to get their I and Q, which then are multiplexed together and sent to the
CERTO beacon antenna as I-out and Q-out signals. In Figure 2.3 are shown
the actual hardware parts used.
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the CERTO beacon
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Figure 2.3: Hardware parts of the tri-band beacon
This beacon has been set up on several families of satellites such as PicoSat,
ARCOS, COSMIC, NPSAT1, and C/NOFS [4]. The COSMIC/FORMO
SAT-3 will be the focus of this study. It is a collaboration program between
Taiwan and the United States that uses a constellation of six remote sensing
microsatellites to collect atmospheric data. These satellites were launched
aboard Orbital’s Minotaur space launch vehicle on April 15, 2006. They are
orbiting the earth in a circular orbit at an altitude around 800 km, at a 72◦
inclination, the planes of the six satellites being spaced 24◦ apart.
In coordination with these satellites, expensive receivers made either by
SCION or NSWRA have been deployed in arrays in order to receive the
transit signals and compute the transit TEC [5]. Figures 2.4-2.6 show such
a deployment and the existing receivers.
The goal of this thesis is to design an inexpensive receiver, making use of
today’s advances in software design radio, as a replacement for these existing,
expensive receivers.
7
Figure 2.4: COSMIC satellite model
Figure 2.5: Example of a receiver chain to study ionospheric irregularities
8
Figure 2.6: Example of actual TBB receiver from SCION
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CHAPTER 3
RECEIVER GLOBAL DESIGN
3.1 Overview
This chapter will describe the actual needs of the receivers, the global design
adapted to answer these needs, and the first hardware options chosen to
ensure the efficiency of the system.
3.2 Transmitted signals
As discussed in Chapter 2, the focus of this study is the COSMIC constella-
tion of satellites. Using a software program called Predict, as shown in Figure
3.1, it is possible to track these satellites when they are flying over the lab.
This software gives out all the most significant information and allows for
multi-tracking of the complete FORMOSAT family.
Using a spectrum analyzer when the satellite is in range allows for a quick
analysis of the signals that need to be received, filtered and processed to
compute the TEC.
As seen in Figure 3.2, the signals are subject to a Doppler shift as the
satellite first flies toward the receiver, then away from it. With a velocity of
' 8 km/s, an altitude of ' 800 km, and range reaching 2500 km we get a
Doppler shift up to 30 kHz for the UHF signal, which suffers the bigger shift
of the two.
A quick study showed that the 400 MHz UHF signal is relatively free from
interference, whereas the VHF signal is corrupted by the neighboring hospital
pagers emitting at about 158 MHz, which gives us a constraint on the IF filter
bandwidth.
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Figure 3.1: Use of Predict to track satellite and next pass
Figure 3.2: Spectrogram of the 150 MHz transmit signal
Furthermore, a quick estimation of the SNR gives a ratio of around 30 dB
in a 10 Hz bandwidth. This simple analysis of the received signal allows us
to design the optimal receiver for this system.
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3.3 The acquisition board: The USRP
The choice was made to use software-defined radio to simplify the design
of the receiver; the decision was made because of the availability of GNU-
radio, a free-software framework which will be detailed in Chapter 5, but
mostly because of the availability of a inexpensive peripheral acquisition
board. This board, designed by Ettus Research LLC and called the Universal
Software Radio Peripheral (USRP), enables the creation of a software radio
on any computer equipped with a USB 2 port [6].As seen in Figure 3.3,
the USRP board consists of a main motherboard on which can be mounted
daughterboards either for transmitting or for receiving. In the case of this
thesis, only receiving daughterboards are used.
The motherboard consists of four input channels and four output chan-
nels. On each input channel is a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter which is
connected to a common field programmable gate array (FPGA), the Altera
Cyclone EPTC12. Similarly, each output consists of 14-bit digital-to-analog
converters. The FPGA is itself connected to a USB2 interface chip sending
to and receiving from the connected computer. All the high sample-rate pro-
cessing is done in the FPGA, and lower sample-rate processing happens on
the computer. Figure 3.4 shows the architecture of the different blocks that
constitute the USRP [7].
In the USRP, all sampling clocks and local oscillators are fully coherent,
and an external reference clock can be used after a slight modification of the
board circuitry, which will be the case for our system. The analog-to-digital
converters are the AD9862 from Analog Devices Inc. [8], whose structure is
shown in Figure 3.5, which allows for a 64 Msample/s sampling rate with a
12-bit resolution.
In front of the ADCs are programmable gain amplifiers (PGA) which allow
for adjusting the input signal level to maximize the ADCs’ dynamic range.
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Figure 3.3: USRP motherboard
Figure 3.4: Block diagram of USRP
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the USRP ADC
The digitized signal data is then sent to the FPGA. A multiplexer connects
the streams from the ADCs to the digital downconverters (DDC), allowing
the USRP to support real and complex input signals. The DDC consists of a
numerically controlled oscillator, a digital mixer, and a cascaded integrator-
comb (CIC) filter which down-converts the input channel to baseband, re-
duces the sample rate and provides low-pass filtering.
This data is then sent to the linked computer through the USB 2 interface.
To complete this acquisition board, a basic RX daughterboard shown in
Figure 3.6 is affixed on top of the motherboard. This daughterboard will be
connected to the output of the RF front-end to complete the receiver.
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Figure 3.6: Picture of the daughterboard used for this study
After the quick analysis of the received signals and the study of the acqui-
sition board, it is now possible to design the RF front-end that will complete
the receiver.
3.4 Front-end design: A superheterodyne receiver
3.4.1 Global design
As seen in the previous paragraphs, the RF front-end needs to coherently
down-convert the transit signals at 150.012 MHz and 400.032 MHz to low IF
frequencies that will keep the 8/3 ratio and fall within the 32 MHz Nyquist
band of the acquisition board, the USRP ADS sampling at 64 Msamples/s.
To answer this constraint, the output frequencies of the RF front-end were
chosen to be 24 MHz for the UHF channel and 9 MHz for the VHF channel.
The global design of the front-end is that of a super-heterodyne receiver,
shown in Figure 3.7, using a low LO for the down-conversion, which gives:
LOV HF = 150.012 - 9 = 141.012 MHz
LOUHF = 400.032 - 24 = 376.032 MHz
These LOs need to be coherently generated in order to achieve a good TEC
computation.
The pre-selector filters have to be designed to have sufficient rejection of
the image frequency while minimizing phase shifts; the IF filters have to be
narrow enough to reject adjacent signals.
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Figure 3.7: Model of the planned superheteordyne design
As discussed in Chapter 2, the TEC is linked to the differential phase by
the formula Φ = 80.3pi
cf0
(1
3
− 3
8
∗ 1
8
) TEC. With the actual value of f0 = 50.004
MHz, we get Φ ' 5.10−15 TEC. This means that a small imprecision in the
computation of the differential phase will give an important error on the
TEC estimation; therefore, the system has to be designed to minimize as
much as possible phase noise, which represents the rapid short-term random
fluctuations in the phase.
3.4.2 Comparison to another design
In this subsection we will compare our design to another design from students
at Kyoto University. For their design, the Kyoto University team decided to
make full use of the digital capability of the USRP board and its available
daughterboards. They tried to limit as much as possible the use of other
pieces of hardware, only using one bandpass filter and two amplifiers per
channel [9]. Figure 3.8 illustrates their GNU radio beacon receiver (GRBR).
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of the Kyoto GNU radio beacon receiver, fully
making use of capability of the USRP
Their strategy is as follows:
• For the 150 MHz channel, do a direct under-sampling of the signal, so
that the signal is regarded by the software as a 22 MHz input signal.
• For the 400 MHz channel, use a daughterboard to do an analog down-
conversion to a signal of about 10 MHz.
• Then calculate the phase difference by simply doing the ratio of the
VHF and UHF complex signals respectively at power 8 and 3.
So if fL is the local frequency coming from the USRP master clock running
at 64 MHz with a phase shift θL, then we can write that the VHF signal will
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be mixed by a signal at frequency 2fL, which gives the following formula for
the global phase of the IF signal thus generated:
ΦV HF−IF = 3θ0 − 2pi(3f0)rc + 80.3pic3f0 TEC − 2 ∗ θL
For the UHF signal, a PLL is used by the daughterboard to lock on the
master clock of the USRP and produce a signal that, mixed with the input
signal, will give a signal of about 10 MHz. Assuming they are using a low
LO down-conversion, we can write the mixing formula like this:
fV HF − β ∗ fL = fV HF−IF so : β = fVHF−fVHF−IFfL
So, like for the VHF signal, we get the following formula for the global
phase of the IF signal:
ΦUHF−IF = 8θ0 − 2pi(8f0)rc + 80.3pic8f0 TEC − β ∗ θL
So from their scheme they would obtain the following phase difference:
Φ = 8 ∗ ΦV HF−IF − 3ΦUHF−IF = 80.3picf0 TEC(83 − 38)− θL(3β − 16)3
Unlike the phase difference obtained with our design as discussed in Section
2.3, in this scheme not keeping the 8/3 ratio for the IF frequency causes the
phase to maintain a term coming from the phase shift of the local oscillator,
which would greatly reduce the precision of the TEC. This GRBR, though
easier to implement in terms of hardware, is not theoretically as efficient as
our analog design. In the next section we will see that, to make sure that our
system is as efficient as possible, we need to carefully choose the components
used to generate the LOs.
3.4.3 The LO generation
Ultra-stable local oscillator
The LOs of the whole system need to be coherent and generated with the
smallest possible phase noise [10]. To that end, a highly accurate GPS disci-
plined frequency standard, the Fury GPS GPSDO, shown in Figure 3.9 will
be used as the common local oscillator. It has an extremely low phase-noise
and Allan deviation as seen in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
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A high-end Motorola GPS receiver drives an ultra-stable OCXO frequency
reference under the control of a 32 bit microprocessor. The output of the
system is a 10 MHz sine wave.
Figure 3.9: Actual hardware for the Fury GPSDO
Figure 3.10: Allan deviation of the Fury GPSDO, showing the stability of
the oscillator
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Figure 3.11: Phase noise of the Fury GPSDO, showing its excellent purity
Programmable signal source
From this ultra-stable source, it is necessary to feed the two mixers at the ap-
propriate frequency as well as the USRP reference clock; respectively, these
frequencies are 141.012 MHz, 376.32 MHz and 64 MHz. Knowing that the
resulting phase noise is ideally the lower frequency reference oscillator noise
multiplied by 20 log N, where N is the frequency multiplication factor, sup-
ports the use of a phase-locked loop multiplier. Indeed, the phase-locked
loop acts as a narrow-band filter around the carrier, mitigating some of the
increase in phase noise. That is why early designs of frequency multipliers
using alternate pairs of diodes were given up [11].
Instead, to generate the LOs and the reference clock from the local 10 MHz
reference, a programmable signal source, the LPO 440A from Novatech, will
be used. It generates a low-distortion sine-wave signal with 1 Hz resolution.
The 440A contains an internal temperature compensated crystal oscillator
that will be locked to the output of the Fury GPSDO. When locked, the
accuracy and stability of the LPO match those of the reference, guaranteeing
an optimal LO signal.
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Figure 3.12: LPO 440A mounted on its evaluation board
The LPO 400A is mounted on the evaluation board which will be kept for
the receiver; as shown in Figure 3.12, this board simplifies the integration of
the module in the receiver and allows easy programmability of its different
characteristics, such as the input and output frequencies, with simple text
commands over a serial RS-232 link.
3.4.4 Mixing
To down-convert the filtered input signals to the chosen IF frequencies, a
ZX05-1L will be used. This mixer has conversion loss around 5.6 dB at the
desired frequencies and has high LO-RF and LO-IF isolations (' 40dB and
' 35dB, respectively) [12].
3.4.5 Amplification
Considering the 12 bit resolution of the USRP’s ADC for the ±1 V input,
then the smallest detectable voltage is about 0.5 mV. The first quick analysis
of the signal implies that around 60 to 70 dB of gain will be necessary to
correctly acquire the signals. To meet this need, ZFL-500LN from mini-
circuits will be used, the specifications of which guarantee a minimum gain
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of 24 dB as well as a noise figure of 2.9 dB [13]. Three of these amplifiers
will be cascaded, giving the needed amplification; this does not consider the
PGA on the USRP, which gives an extra 20 dB of gain. This cascaded n-ports
amplifier has the following noise figure:
NF = 10(log(F ))
Ftot = 1 + (F − 1) + (F−1)G + (F−1)G2 = 1 + (F − 1) (G
2+G+1)
G2
where F = 1.8408 and G = 158.49, so:
Ftot = 1.5
NFtot = 2.66
Associated with a gain around 72 dB this cascaded amplifier has a very
low noise figure, which makes it perfect for our system.
3.4.6 Conclusion
The final design of the receiver hardware chain can be seen in Figure 3.13.
The specific design of the pre-selector filters and the IF filters will be dis-
cussed in the next chapter.
Figure 3.13: Final design of the hardware part of the receiver
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CHAPTER 4
FILTER DESIGN
4.1 Overview
As discussed in the previous chapters, a super-heterodyne receiver design was
adopted and most of the components have been chosen, but to complete the
design as shown in Figure 3.13 the filters still have to be designed. There are
four filters to be designed, one pre-amplifier selector filter and IF filter per
channel.
4.2 Pre-amplifier selector filter
The main goal of this filter is to remove image frequencies that would be
mixed down to the IF. As seen previously we are using down-conversion and
low LO, so for the two channels we have:
fV HF = 150.012 MHz; fV HF−IF = 9 MHz; fV HF−LO = 141.012 MHz
fUHF = 400.032 MHz; fUHF−IF = 24 MHz; fUHF−LO = 376.032 MHz
We know that in this condition fIM = fC 2fIF , so we have the following
image frequencies:
fIM−V HF = 150.012 - 2 * 9 = 132.012 MHz
fIM−UHF = 400.032 - 2 * 24 = 352.032 MHz
The filters will be designed to have at least 45 dB of image rejection. As
well as image rejection, the filters will be designed to have a decent rejection
of the 1/2 IF response, which will narrow the bandwidth selected for the
design. As seen in radio communication theory [14], the 1/2 IF response is
caused by the mixing of the second harmonic of the input signal with the
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second harmonic of the LO signal. In this case, since we are using down-
conversion and low LO, we have f1/2 = fC
1
2
fIF , so for our actual system
we have:
fV HF−1/2 = 150.012 - 12 * 9 = 145.512 MHz
fUHF−1/2 = 400.032 - 12 * 24 = 388.032 MHz
In the worst case scenario, corresponding to the 400 MHz channel, the
specifications sheet of the LPO 440A shows at least -35 dBc for the LO
harmonic; that is why too big a rejection at 1/2 IF is not needed. We aim
for the 3 dB bandwidth to fall at this frequency. Another point to focus on is
to limit as much as possible the phase shifts in the filter so as to not hinder
the TEC measurement. To that extent, we make sure to design the filters so
that the phase stays linear when we operate the receiver.
To design these filter we limited our study to the implementation of filter
networks with passive, lossless components such as inductors and capacitors
using a ladder network topology. We use the low-pass prototype filters,
either Butterworth or Chebyshev, and then perform a low-pass to bandpass
transformation. We limit our study to third, fourth and fifth-order filters, in
order not to complicate the design too much.
From earlier discussion, we have the following fractional bandwidth:
∆fV HF =
9
150.012
' 6%
∆fUHF =
24
400.032
' 6%
With such a small fractional bandwidth we will be using the coupled res-
onator method to apply the low-pass to band-pass transformation.
Such a method was chosen because the regular low-pass to bandpass trans-
formation would produce too many different components which would vary
greatly in value, whereas this method uses identical coupled resonators. Also,
this method allows a finer tweaking of the inductance value to achieve the
best possible design with available components.
The inductance will be made by winding a wire around a toroidal core. At
the frequencies we will be operating at (150 MHz and 400 MHz), the best
core available is the Amidon iron powder T-16 core. The inductance is linked
to the number of turns by the formula N = 100
√
L(µH
AL
. So with AL = 30, it
allows a range of inductance from ' 0.5 nH to a few µH.
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Using Agilent Advance Design Software (ADS) and a homemade Java ap-
plication to generate the capacitor values depending on the inductance cho-
sen, it was possible to test different filter designs. For our study we limited
ourselves to Butterworth filters of third and fourth-order and Chebyshev fil-
ters of the third and fifth-order with 0.1 dB ripple so as to maintain a flat
response in the band-pass. We had the prototype values given in Tables 4.1
and 4.2.
Table 4.1: Low-pass Butterworth prototype values
n g1 g2 g3 g4
3 1.0 2.0 1.0
4 0.76537 1.84776 1.84774 0.76537
Table 4.2: Low-pass Chebyshev prototype values
n g1 g2 g3 g4 g5
3 1.09156 1.1474 1.03156
5 1.14661 1.37121 1.975 1.37121 1.14681
From these prototype values, we applied the coupled resonator method
to obtain the band-pass theoretical filters for both channels. Tables 4.3
and 4.4 give the image rejection obtained with these filters. From these
tables, we can see that the third-order designs for both the Chebyshev and
Butterworth types do not achieve the required image rejection, so we chose
the Butterworth fourth-order design for both the 150 MHz and the 400 MHz
channels. The Chebyshev fifth-order would be chosen if future testing of the
receiver shows that a more important image rejection is needed.
Table 4.3: Image rejection value depending on the type and order chosen
for a 150.012 MHz pre-amplifier filter with a 9 MHz bandwidth
Type Order Image rejection
Butterworth 3 -40 dB
Butterworth 4 -55 dB
Chebyshev 3 -35 dB
Chebyshev 5 -75 dB
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Table 4.4: Image rejection value depending on the type and order chosen
for a 400.032 MHz pre-amplifier filter with a 24 MHz bandwidth
Type Order Image rejection
Butterworth 3 -37 dB
Butterworth 4 -53 dB
Chebyshev 3 -33 dB
Chebyshev 5 -72 dB
4.2.1 Ideal filters
From the previous chosen prototype values, using Agilent ADS we were able
to design the ideal filters. The optimal value for the inductance was obtained
using a parameter sweep simulation. Figure 4.1 shows the resulting design
for the 150 MHz channel with an optimal value of L = 12 nH. The design
gives the characteristics plotted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. These characteristics
answer fully the need in terms of image rejection and bandwidth expressed
in Chapter 3.
Figure 4.1: Design of the 150 MHz pre-amplifier filter with ideal
components
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Figure 4.2: Plot of S21 magnitude over a frequency ranging from 100 to 200
MHz, showing a flat but sharp answer
Figure 4.3: Plot of S21 phase over a frequency ranging from 100 to 200 MHz
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Similarly for the 400 MHz channel, another parameter sweep simulation
yielded an optimal inductance value of L = 1.7 nH. Figure 4.4 shows the
resulting design for this channel with an optimal value of L = 1.7 nH. The
design gives the characteristics plotted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. As for the
VHF design, this UHF ideal design meets the receiver requirements.
Figure 4.4: Design of the 400 MHz pre-amplifier filter with ideal
components
Figure 4.5: Plot of S21 magnitude over a frequency ranging from 300 to 500
MHz, showing a flat but sharp answer
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Figure 4.6: Plot of S21 phase over a frequency ranging from 300 to 500 MHz
4.2.2 Actual design
Unfortunately, the designs in Section 4.2.1 are made with ideal component
values. If we adapt the designs to match available components off the shelf at
the ECE Store, then we get, for the 150 MHz channel, the design in Figure 4.7
and the S21 characteristics plotted in Figure 4.8. Similarly for the 400 MHz
channel, we get the design in Figure 4.9 and the characteristics in Figure 4.10.
As we can see from both channel characteristics, the designs are not ideal
but meet the desired specifications. Figure 4.11 shows how we achieved the
desired capacitance by using a maximum of two parallel capacitors available
at the Store.
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Figure 4.7: Design of the 150 MHz filter with real components available at
the ECE Store
Figure 4.8: Plot of S21 magnitude over a frequency ranging from 100 to 200
MHz, showing not as good an answer but sufficient rejection
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Figure 4.9: Design of the 400 MHz filter with off-the-shelf components
available at the ECE Store
Figure 4.10: Plot of S21 magnitude over a frequency ranging from 300 to
500 MHz, showing a less flat bandpass but still a sharp answer
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Figure 4.11: Cicuits used to approximated the ideal values with a
maximum of 2 components available
4.3 IF filters
The role of the IF filters is to reject the adjacent signals that could have
been mixed down near the intermediate frequency. As discussed in Chap-
ter 2, the 150 MHz channel might be corrupted by adjacent hospital pager
signals around 158 MHz. With the actual design of the pre-selector, these
signals would be reduced but could still be strong enough to interfere with
the transmit signal. The IF filter bandwidth has to be narrow enough to
eliminate these interferences. However, we had to be careful not to design
a bandpass too narrow as the transmitted signals suffer from Doppler shift
as the satellite flies over the receiving station. The constraints give us the
following specifications to match for the VHF channel: f0 = 9 MHz, Bw =
1 MHz, 30 dB of rejection at 17 MHz. And for the UHF channel: f0 = 24
MHz and Bw = 2 MHz.
4.3.1 VHF channel
Figure 4.12 shows the design obtained with components available at the
Store. The same method as for the pre-amplifier filter was applied here to
get the optimal inductance value L = 1 µH, which yields the phase and S21
characteristics plotted in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.
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Figure 4.12: Design of the 9 MHz IF filter for the 150 MHz channel with
real components
Figure 4.13: Plot of S21 magnitude over a small frequency range showing
the required attenuation
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Figure 4.14: Plot of S21 phase showing that we will operate in the linear
region
4.3.2 UHF channel
Similarly, with an optimal inductance value of 0.5 µ, we obtained the design
shown in Figure 4.15 and the characteristics plotted in Figures 4.16 and 4.17
Figure 4.15: Design of the 24 MHz IF filter for the 400 MHz channel with
real components
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Figure 4.16: Plot of S21 magnitude over a small frequency range
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Figure 4.17: Plot of S21 phase showing that we will operate in the linear
region
With these four designs we have completed the theoretical design of the
RF front end and the hardware side of the receiver so that it matches at best
the specifications derived from the preliminary study.
4.4 Designs with lossy components
4.4.1 Lossy models
The previous designs unfortunately only consider the capacitors and induc-
tors as ideal components, which is too easy an assumption to accurately
design efficient filters. In the real world these components show loss and en-
ergy storage, implying that these components need to be modeled as a system
including capacitors, resistors and inductors. In the rest of this section we
study the two most common models used for the capacitors and inductances
and see how they effect the design we previously established.
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The capacitor model
A real capacitor exhibits loss in the dielectric as well as in the leads and
electrodes. The inductance generated by the current path in the leads and
electrodes also needs to be taken into account. From this hypothesis we get
the model for a capacitor shown in Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.18: Model of a lossy capacitor, Rs models the ohmic losses, Rp the
losses in the dielectric
Using a parallel-to-series transformation, this model can be simplified to
the series model shown in Figure 4.19.
Figure 4.19: Simplified model of a lossy capacitor, Resr models the losses
The equivalent series resistance (ESR) characterizes the loss in the con-
ductor; at the frequencies at which we will be using these components, the
ESR will be dominated by the resistance of the electrodes and leads. For the
components we have chosen, surface mounted capacitors, and at frequencies
of 150 MHz or 400 MHz, the ESR is in the order of 10-30 mΩ. The equivalent
series inductance (ESL), as it comes from the inductance of the leads and
electrodes, can be estimated using the following formula of the inductance of
a wire above a ground plane:
L = µ0
2pi
cosh−1 2h
d
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where d is diameter of the wire, and h is the distance from the ground plane.
This formula, when applied to the standard thickness surface of a printed
circuit and when considering the lead being shorter than 1 cm, shows that
the inductance is in the order of 1 nH. We have identified and quantified the
parasitic behaviors of real capacitor, and we will see that they are negligible
compared to those of the inductors.
The inductor model
As we previously stated, the inductors we are using are made by winding a
copper wire around an Amidon iron powder T-16 toroidal core. This wire
introduces ohmic loss, implying that a series resistor needs to be added to the
system model, as well as a distributed capacitance to model the capacitance
between the turns of the wire, giving the model shown in Figure 4.20. Com-
pared to the ESR of the capacitor, the inductor is a lot lossier: the resistance
modeling the ohmic loss can reach several ohms.
Figure 4.20: Simplified model of a lossy inductor
Unfortunately we are not able to evaluate accurately this loss before the
realization of the inductor, but instead we are going to test the design for
different values of the quality factor Q, which is related to the resistance by
the formula: Q = |Xs|
Rs
. The higher the Q, the more the inductor behaves like
the ideal component.
We are going to study our design for three distinct values of Q: 20, 50 and
100, without taking into account the distributed capacitance which would
have to be measured.
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4.4.2 Updated designs
Pre-amplifiers
From the previous formula we get that Rs =
2pi∗f∗L|
Q
. So for the different
values of Q, f and L (12 nH at 150.012 MHz and 1.7 nH at 400.032 MHz)
we get the values in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Different serial resistance value in mΩ to simulate a lossy
inductor
f\Q 20 50 100
150.012 566 226 113
400.032 214 86 43
We then use these parameters in a discrete parameter sweep slightly mod-
ifying the previous real designs we had obtained for the UHF and VHF
channels as shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. As we can see in Figure 4.23,
the higher the Q, the closer we get to the ideal response for the filter. For
this channel, for Q = 20 we get a 32 dB rejection for the image frequency;
for Q = 50, a 41 dB rejection; and for Q = 100, a 44 dB rejection. The
rejection is adequate for values of Q > 50, but we might need to add a low
noise amplifier to compensate for the 20 dB loss we get. Similarly, Figure
4.24 shows that, for the VHF channel and Q = 20, we get a 36 dB image
rejection; for Q = 50, a 46 dB rejection; and for Q = 100, a 50 dB rejection.
Compared to the 400 MHz channel, the image rejection stays slightly better,
and for Q = 100 there is only a 3 dB loss compared to the ideal filter.
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Figure 4.21: Design including the series resistance modeling the losses in
the inductor; a parameter sweep is realized on the X variable representing
the Res resistance
Figure 4.22: Design including the series resistance modeling the losses in
the inductor; a parameter sweep is realized on the Res variable representing
the resistance
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Figure 4.23: Plots of the magnitude of S21 for the updated design; the
results for the three different values of Q are represented on one plot
Figure 4.24: Plots of the magnitude of S21 for the updated design; the
results for the three different values of Q are represented on one plot
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IF filters
Using the same method as for the pre-amplifier filters, we first compute the
values of the serial resistance corresponding to the different possible values
of Q as given by Table 4.6. The values are then used in another parameter
sweep realized for each channel design as seen in Figures 4.25 and 4.26, which
yields the characteristics shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. For the 24 MHz
channel, the lossy series resistance amplifies the difference with the ideal
design; the bandpass loses some of its flatness and is overall lossier at the
desired frequency. Some tweaking of the components might be required to
achieve maximum flatness, but the design satisfies the requirements. The 9
MHz channel suffers the same distortions as the 24 MHz channel, but to a
lesser degree. Even taking into account these losses introduced by non-ideal
components, the designs are still valid for our receiver.
Table 4.6: Different serial resistance value to simulate a lossy inductor in
the IF filters
f\Q 20 50 100
9 3Ω 1Ω 0.5Ω
24 4Ω 1.5Ω 0.7Ω
Figure 4.25: Design including the series resistance modeling the losses in
the inductor; a parameter sweep is realized on the Res variable representing
the resistance
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Figure 4.26: Design including the series resistance modeling the losses in
the inductor; a parameter sweep is realized on the Res variable representing
the resistance
Figure 4.27: Plots of the magnitude of S21 for the updated design; the
results for the three different values of Q are represented on one plot
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Figure 4.28: Plots of the magnitude of S21 for the updated design; the
results for the three different values of Q are represented on one plot
4.5 Conclusion
After modeling losses in our lumped components, we still achieved satisfy-
ing results for our filter designs. However, the lossy model we used and the
assumption we made simplified the analysis a lot, and more accurate and
complex models might be needed to thoroughly ensure we meet the specifi-
cations of our filter designs.
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CHAPTER 5
SOFTWARE
5.1 Overview
As discussed in Chapter 1, the motivation behind this thesis is the availability
of an inexpensive acquisition tool, namely the USRP, combined with a great
open-source software toolkit for building software radios called GNU radio.
In this chapter, we first explain how such a tool works and is integrated
within the receiver, then we show how to create a file from the received data
for later post-processing.
5.2 Introduction to GNU radio
The goal of software radio is to get code as close to the antenna as possible,
turning hardware problems to software problems, the received waveforms
demodulation taking place in the software. With todays advance in computer
processing capability such a move makes perfect sense. GNU Radio is a great
tool to achieve this objective [15],[16].
GNU radio is built as a multi-language, multi-layered environment. Two
languages are used: C++ and Python. The signal processing and performance-
critical blocks are written in C++, and Python is used to connect these
blocks together, creating a network or flow graph. This connection of the
C++ blocks is made using SWIG (Simplified Wrapper and Interface Gener-
ator), which generates the wrapper for C++ modules and the corresponding
Python code and library so that they can be used natively in Python. Most
of the basic functions are already implemented in C++ blocks; in particular,
blocks already exist that allow easy access to the USRP parameters (PGA
value, frequencies, etc.) [7]. For more complex data processing, C++ blocks
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need to be specially written, but this will not be the case here.
5.3 Flow graph to save received data
As previously stated, GNU radio works with C++ blocks; these blocks repre-
sent any type of component, digital or not. For our study we have the block
chain shown in Figure 5.1
The first block corresponds to the source, being acquired from the USRP.
A few parameters need to be defined, such as the number of channels and
which ADC to consider.
The second block corresponds to a demultiplexer; from the stream of data
coming from the source block, this block reconstitutes the two channels.
The third block corresponds to a FIR decimation filter; this is done in
two steps: first the filter coefficients are computed depending on the value
specified for the sampling rate, the cutoff frequency, etc. Then this filter is
applied with the decimation value as a parameter. This decimation value
influences the volume of data to be processed.
The last block corresponds to the file sink; this block takes care of writing
the complex data into a file, so that it will be processed later to compute the
TEC.
These blocks are wrapped in Python language, as seen in the code pre-
sented in Appendix A.2.
Figure 5.1: Block chain explaining how GNU radio was used for this study
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have designed a low-cost receiver using off-the-shelf components and open
source software to receive transmitted signals from the CERTO tri-beacon.
This design has been partially tested, as all the filters were not actually made,
but with replacement filters satisfactory results were achieved. To complete
this study, post-processing of the data would need to be done to compute
the slant TEC. Another student, Daniel Quek, working with me on this same
design using antennas specially made for this purpose, was able to compute
TEC results that accorded with expectations, validating our choices [17].
Future work could automate the software part, linking a satellite prediction
software to the main process so that listening begins as a satellite passes and
data is processed live if the signal is strong enough. This way, an array of
receivers could be set up to automatically register TEC information and give
an accurate ionospheric tomography of the region. The design of the receiver
and its filters can also be improved by using more advanced filter design
theories to achieve a receiver with as little phase noise as possible.
As computer processing and USRP evolve, more and more of the design can
be done with software radio, limiting the RF front-end to a bare minimum.
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APPENDIX A
FILTER DESIGNING JAVA TOOL
A Java tool was developed to generate the series and shunt capacitors values,
in order to fasten the process of designing the filters. The tool interface is
shown in Figure A.1 and the main code is given in Sections A.1 and A.2.
Figure A.1: Interface of the tool made to simplify designing the filters
A.1 Filters class
package filtersdesign;
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import java.text.NumberFormat;
/**
*
* @author Martin
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*/
public class Filters {
double centerfrequency;
double w0;
double z0;
double bandwidth;
double BW;
int order;
String type;
double[] LPprototype;
double Lr;
double Cr;
double[] Jparam;
double[] Cseries;
double[] Cshunt;
public Filters(double fo, double bw, int n, String Type, double L){
centerfrequency = fo;
bandwidth = bw;
z0 = 50;
w0 = Math.sqrt((2*Math.PI*(centerfrequency-bandwidth/2)*
Math.pow(10,6))*(2*Math.PI*(centerfrequency+bandwidth/2)*
Math.pow(10,6)));
order =n;
BW = 2* Math.PI* bandwidth*Math.pow(10, 6);
type =Type;
LPprototype = new double[order];
getLPProto();
Ccomputation(L);
}
public void getLPProto(){
double [] temp = new double[order];
if (type.equals("Butterworth")) {
switch (order) {
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case 2 :
temp[0] = Math.sqrt(2);
temp[1] = Math.sqrt(2);
break;
case 3 :
temp[0] = 1.0;
temp[1] = 2.0;
temp[2] = 1.0;
break;
case 4 :
temp[0] = 0.765367;
temp[1] = 1.84776;
temp[2] = 1.84774;
temp[3] = 0.765367;
break;
case 5 :
temp[0] = 0.618034;
temp[1] = 1.61803;
temp[2] = 2.0;
temp[3] = 1.61803;
temp[4] = 0.618034;
break;
default :
System.out.println("Ordre pas bon");
}
} else {
switch (order) {
case 3 :
temp[0] = 1.03156;
temp[1] = 1.1474;
temp[2] = 1.03156;
break;
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case 5 :
temp[0] = 1.14681;
temp[1] = 1.37121;
temp[2] = 1.975;
temp[3] = 1.37121;
temp[4] = 1.14681;
break;
default :
System.out.println("Ordre pas bon");
}
}
LPprototype= temp;
}
public void Ccomputation(double Lchosen){
Lr = Lchosen;
Cr = 1/(Math.pow(w0, 2)*Lr);
//System.out.println("Cr est = "+ Cr);
// Calcul des J parametres
Jparam = new double[order+1];
Jparam[0] = Math.sqrt((BW*Cr)/(z0*LPprototype[0]));
for (int i=1;i<order;i++){
Jparam[i]= BW*Cr*
Math.sqrt(1/(LPprototype[i-1]*LPprototype[i]));
}
Jparam[order]=Math.sqrt(BW*Cr/(z0*LPprototype[order-1]));
//Calcul des valeurs series
Cseries = new double[order +1];
Cseries[0] = Jparam[0]/
(w0*Math.sqrt(1-Math.pow(z0*Jparam[0], 2)));
for (int i=1;i<order;i++){
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Cseries[i]= Jparam[i]/w0;
}
Cseries[order] = Jparam[order]/
(w0*Math.sqrt(1-Math.pow(z0*Jparam[order], 2)));
//Calcul des valeurs shunt
Cshunt = new double[order];
Cshunt[0] = Cr -
Cseries[0]/(1+Math.pow(w0*z0*Cseries[0], 2)) - Cseries[1];
for (int i=1;i<order-1;i++){
Cshunt[i]= Cr - Cseries[i] - Cseries[i+1];
}
Cshunt[order-1]= Cr -
Cseries[order]/(1+Math.pow(w0*z0*Cseries[order], 2))
- Cseries[order - 1 ];
}
public String display(double[] tableau){
NumberFormat formatter = new DecimalFormat("0.###E0");
String s = "[ ";
for (int i =0;i<tableau.length; i++ ){
s = s + formatter.format(tableau[i])+" ";
}
s = s + "]";
return s;
}
}
A.2 FiltersDesignview class
Here we just add the main function for creating and manipulating the other
objects:
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/*
* FiltersDesignView.java
*/
package filtersdesign;
import org.jdesktop.application.Action;
import org.jdesktop.application.ResourceMap;
import org.jdesktop.application.SingleFrameApplication;
import org.jdesktop.application.FrameView;
import org.jdesktop.application.TaskMonitor;
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import javax.swing.Timer;
import javax.swing.Icon;
import javax.swing.JDialog;
import javax.swing.JFrame;
/**
* The application’s main frame.
*/
public class FiltersDesignView extends FrameView {
public FiltersDesignView(SingleFrameApplication app) {
super(app);
initComponents();
}
private void jButton1MouseClicked(MouseEvent evt) {
filter = new Filters(Double.parseDouble(FoValue.getText()),
Double.parseDouble(BWValue.getText()),
Integer.parseInt(OrderBox.getSelectedItem().toString()),
TypeBox.getSelectedItem().toString(),
Double.parseDouble(LrValue.getText())/1000000);
String text;
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text = "G Low-Pass Prototype value : ";
text = text + filter.display(filter.LPprototype) + "\n";
text = text + "J values are : ";
text = text + filter.display(filter.Jparam) + "\n";
text = text + "Cserie values are : ";
text = text + filter.display(filter.Cseries) + "\n";
text = text + "Cshunt values are : ";
text = text + filter.display(filter.Cshunt);
jTextArea1.setText(text);
}
}
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APPENDIX B
GNU RADIO CODE
Following is the code to implement the flow graph that will allow one to copy
the received data to a file:
from gnuradio import gr
from gnuradio import gru
from gnuradio import usrp
from gnuradio.gr import firdes
from usrp import usrb_dbid
from os import path
import sys
class data_saving_graph(gr.flow.graph) :
def __init__(self) :
gr.flow_graph.__init__(self)
which = 0 # Default board id number, in cases of multiple instances
decim_rate = 200 # < maximum value possible on the usrp which is 256
nchan = 2 #Number of channel being used
mux = gru.hexint(0xf3f2f1f0) #Initialization of the MUX
fpga_filename = "std_4rx_0tx.rbf"
#Standard FPGA filename when used to receive only
mode = 0
self.u = usrp.source_c(which, decim_rate, nchan, mux,
mode, fpga_filename)
# Setting of the PGA for each channel
gain_in_db = 10
self.u.set_pga (which, gain_in_db)
which = 1
self.u.set_pga (which, gain_in_db)
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#Deinterleaving of the 2 (I,Q) Channels (4 total)
interleave_data = gr.deinterleave(gr.sizeof_gr_complex)
self.connect(self.u, interleave_data)
self.subdev = self.u.db[0]
#Initializing the Filter parameters
gain = 1
samp_freq = = 64E6/decim_rate
cutoff_freq = 100E3
trans_width = 10E3
params = firdes.low_pass(gain, samp_freq, cutoff_freq,
trans_width, firdes.WIN_HAMMING)
#creation of the FIR Decimation Block
decimation = 4
#To achieve a total decimation of 800,
#considering the 200 decim-rate of the USRP
fir_decim_block_vhf = gr.fir_filter_ccf (decimation, params)
fir_decim_block_uhf = gr.fir_filter_ccf (decimation, params)
# File sink Block
file_vhf = gr.file_sink(gr.sizeof_gr_complex, "VHFdata.txt")
file_uhf = gr.file_sink(gr.sizeof_gr_complex, "UHFdata.txt")
#Tuning of the FPGA frequency
fpga_freq_vhf = 9E6
fpga_freq_uhf = 24E6
usrp.tune(self.u, 0, self.subdev[0], fpga_frea_vhf)
usrp.tune(self.u, 1, self.subdev[1], fpga_frea_uhf)
# Connection of the blocks
self.connect((di,0), fir_decim_block_vhf, file_vhf)
self.connect((di,1), fir_decim_block_uhf, file_uhf)
def main ():
data_saving_graph().run()
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